RiverGlass Part of Winning Team
Awarded Five-Year Solutions for Intelligence Analysis Contract
April 8, 2008 – The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA ), Virginia Contracting Activity, Huntsville, Alabama, recently announced that a team led by Concurrent Technologies Corporation
(C TC ) won a competitive, multiple award, Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ ),
Solutions for Intelligence Analysis (SIA ) contract. RiverGlass is a member of the winning team
which includes two large businesses and 30 small businesses. This contract is one of eight
IDIQ s awarded with an anticipated combined contract ceiling of $1 billion over a five-year
period. The contract will enable rapid provision of intelligence analysis support across the
full spectrum of Department of Defense intelligence organizations. The defense intelligence
community includes the U.S. Armed Services Intelligence Centers, intelligence support to the
combatant commanders and the Defense Intelligence Agency.
The comprehensive ability of this team to focus across all technical areas of the government’s
requirements combined with multi-disciplined intelligence analysis experience provides the
best value for DIA . The C TC team offers the government an alternative that will slow the
spiraling increase in contracting costs by bringing new and untapped talent to large IDIQ
contracts.

About RiverGlass
RiverGlass, Inc. is a provider of advanced information retrieval and analysis solutions for locating truly relevant unstructured (textual) content across internal files systems and the Internet.
The company was formed in 2003 to commercialize eight years of grant-funded research at
the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA ) at the University of Illinois.
RiverGlass provides application solutions to government agencies and commands in defense;
intelligence; law enforcement; and major corporations. RiverGlass is a private company with
principal offices in West Chicago, Illinois and Champaign, Illinois.
RiverGlass users gain situational awareness and actionable intelligence from vast volumes,
variety and velocity of data to detect threats, manage risk, make informed decisions, solve
problems and seize opportunities.
The development of the RiverGlass technologies was funded in part through a grant by the Illinois
Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity.
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